
Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/02/27 23:47_____________________________________So here it is, kiddos, the all-out-in place to be here at the NEP for thinking and therefore being (if you believe in that sort of thing). A place to grapple with the "meaning of it all"... just like the big boys- except nowhere near as well, of course.I'll start the ball rolling with some questions and/or comments about our old friend/enemy TIME....--->>>So let me get this straight... We exist "within" a "dimension" called "Time", right? (Also, "Space" haha but one mystery at a Time).  Okay, so this "Time" really only exists for the multimillisecond called the "Present", right?   As for the "Past"--- it's  gone forever, Dude!!! Except in the form of "Memories", of course, which through the process of "Thought" can "Seem" "Real", but are they "Really"?Of course the third part of "Time" is good/bad old "The Future", looked forward to and/or feared by all!!! Now this is the part of the "Dimension" that exists but not yet, right?   We can also supposedly "Control" the future, right? As in, we can walk to our lovers house and kiss her--- IF we call ahead to ensure she is there and IF she allows us to kiss her and IF a safe doesn't fall on our head on the way over there and IF she doesn't die of a heart-attack before I get there (although I could still kiss her goodbye if I had the heart)..And they call THAT "controlling the future"???  Ai-Yi-Yi!!!Well, that's all I can deal with for now... Chime in with comments/thoughts of your own if you choose to..This subject or any other related topic... "Infinity" and "Existentialism", for example, are still up for grabs!!!============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/28 06:21_____________________________________â€œWoman needs man and man must have his mateâ€•-Herman Hupfeld, As Time Goes Byâ€œWoman always stands just where the man's shadow falls, so that he is only too liable to confuse the two.â€•                                     -Carl Jung, Women in EuropeThe nature of relationships between men and women has fascinated psychologists and songwriters for decades. The idea of woman as animus originated with Carl Jung, who believed that the remote unreality of the mother was a model for the childâ€™s subsequent idealization of women. Why do some men seem always to choose the same type of woman, regardless of the womanâ€™s suitability for him?  Jung, believing that the love we receive as infants from our mother is the root of all the growth and change we experience through the course of our life, deduced that the mother represents the totality of life, in which we are but a small part.  Only by regaining the mother can we return to the great silent from which everything originates and everything ends.Is romantic love, then, as simple as falling in love with the first mother image we encounter, and repeating this encounter throughout the whole of our sexual life?  It is not that simple.  Our experience of a motherâ€™s love is too profound for an erotic substitute to be satisfactory.  Therefore, goddesses are created, which both eternalizes and humanizes the idealized mother figure.Since the middle Ages, manâ€™s psychological relationship to women has been expressed in the collective worship of the Virgin Mary. This impact of idealizing a shared image resulted in the devaluation of    flesh and blood women.  This Goddess figure, born in the collective unconscious,   activated the collective libido of Western man, transforming the humble mother into a terrible witch who held the fates of men in her malevolently mutable heart. Thus, the loving mother, symbolized in the pure and stainless eternality of the Mother of Christ, became the siren, the femme fatale, the symbol of death-in-life and life-in-death.  And every man was destined to meet, confront, and resolve his relationship with his mother through  the awakening of a primordial and eternal image of the mother for whose sake everything that embraces, protects, nourishes, and helps assumes maternal form,  from the Alma Mater of the university to the personification of cities, countries, sciences and ideals.The more remote and distant the mother was, the stronger will be the yearning of the son to reconnect with her on these volatile platforms. Chances are, he will have no idea this is what he is doing during the stages of his serial polygamies with the women who share the characteristics that unconsciously bind him to a maternal memory.  These relationships will likely begin in a romanticized love that issues at first sight, then degenerates into domestic squabbles that are likely to be replays of the unforgotten conflicts between his mother and father during his childhood.  If he realizes he is taking on the characteristics of his father, self-hatred is likely to result, ending in sexual dysfunction that may be alleviated through sado-masochistic role-playing.  The concept of negative destiny arises from the impossibility of these conscious relationships to coalesce with the unconscious stimulus of the mother love that has given them inception.  Infantile man is bound to his cruel anima by a dissociated libido projected upon and external object. One might as well attempt to write a happy ending to Hamlet as to imagine a way out of this erotic conundrum.  Jung writes that â€œthe whole nature of man presupposes woman, both physically and spiritually. His system is tuned into woman from the start just as it is prepared for a quite definite world where there is water, light, air, salt, and carbohydrates.â€•So it seems that man is destined for a series of entanglements with an idealized and temporal love object that he attempts to force into the lost memory of a   primordial and eternal mother image. Were it not so, we would not have Rick obsessing over Ilsa in â€œCasablanca.â€•  Ilsa would not be encouraging Sam to play â€œAs time Goes Byâ€• at the piano, and Rick would not be saying, after gritting his teeth and accepting the inevitable, â€œIf she can take it, so can I.â€• We wouldnâ€™t even have the song, or the hundreds of thousands of songs that keep re-iterating the same theme of manâ€™s need for woman and the   desolation that is so often the result of that need. The worst case of this entanglement results in what Jung termed â€˜anima possession,â€• a state that he believed should be prevented at any cost.  He defined anima possession as a state wherein the anima is forced into the inner world, where she functions as the medium between the ego and the unconscious, as does the persona between the ego and the environment.â€• It is the presence of such a medium that leads to personality breaks, and all hell is unleashed.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/02/28 15:20_____________________________________up to you wrote:I'll start the ball rolling with some questions and/or comments about our old friend/enemy TIME....--->>>So let me get this straight... We exist "within" a "dimension" called "Time", right? (Also, "Space" haha but one mystery at a Time).http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpacetimeOkay, so this "Time" really only exists for the multimillisecond called the "Present", right?   As for the "Past"--- it's  gone forever, Dude!!! Except in the form of "Memories", of course, which through the process of "Thought" can "Seem" "Real", but are they "Really"?http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_timehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_representationhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IdealismOf course the third part of "Time" is good/bad old "The Future", looked forward to and/or feared by all!!! Now this is the part of the "Dimension" that exists but not yet, right?   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light_conehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eternalism_(philosophy_of_time)We can also supposedly "Control" the future, right? As in, we can walk to our lovers house and kiss her--- IF we call ahead to ensure she is there and IF she allows us to kiss her and IF a safe doesn't fall on our head on the way over there and IF she doesn't die of a heart-attack before I get there (although I could still kiss her goodbye if I had the heart)..http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_willhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CausalityWell, that's all I can deal with for now... Chime in with comments/thoughts of your own if you choose to..This subject or any other related topic... "Infinity" and "Existentialism", for example, are still up for grabs!!!http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinityhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existentialism============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/28 16:40_____________________________________I am going to be busy with my reading assignment from above, so--- no, nevermind, I will not read them gentlesirs.  Instead, I will say that Jung was onto something, like was Freud, yet when concepts such as this are suggested, I feel the need to limit their genius to being "onto something:"These relationships will likely begin in a romanticized love that issues at first sight, then degenerates into domestic squabbles that are likely to be replays of the unforgotten conflicts between his mother and father during his childhood. If he realizes he is taking on the characteristics of his father, self-hatred is likely to result, ending in sexual dysfunction that may be alleviated through sado-masochistic role-playing. In any event, who has not loved their mother, or the mother they wish she had been?As for time, it is illusion.  We posit time as a concept to account for memory and cognitive synthesis that relies on "histroical" (I know, circular definitions) data.  The existence of memory creates the need to evolve a concept such as "time."  Most brute mammals do not need the concept, nor do they rely upon it to act.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/02/28 22:32_____________________________________Well, hip-hip-hurrah, it's nice to see some responses already...Zoinks, I appreciate the wikipedia references but I was hoping more for comments from individuals themselves (with maybe occasional nutshellian quotations here and there). NotHenry, you mentioned the "Time is a Illusion" theory...which I'm not authorized to dispute ;) . However, what about the thought that "the Future" occurs in not only Space but in Time? I'm just wondering...Wurlitzer, your mother-love subject is one that I hope a lot of people will respond to, bringing their own 2 cents since most of them have mothers. I will say that I believe Freud and Jung might have had a field day with me, considering that I lived with my father and brother until he died (father) when I was 12, at which time I essentially "met" my mother and sister...  Oi-Oi...AI-YIYI!!!  I have no idea how the doctors would have considered the case, but I have occasionally used it all as an excuse for my alcoholism and having never married... Too much information? I hope not, since it was mere coincidence that "Mothers" sprang into the fray of this thread right off the bat!! ;)    Anyway, I'm guessing that the last paragraph of your post would explain Norman Bates in "Psycho" as well as many real-life psychos... Oh, also, beyond the psychological factors you mention in regard to men and their search for women, where does the old animal breeding/survival of the species influence rear it's raging head in the middle of all that psychological stuff?============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 01:08_____________________________________Sexual selection and survival of the species is the domain of the female.  Read Darwin for insight into how they make their selections.  His book on sexual selection is a how-to-guide on how to score.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/02/29 15:14_____________________________________up to you wrote:Zoinks, I appreciate the wikipedia references but I was hoping more for comments from individuals themselves (with maybe occasional nutshellian quotations here and there).Well, you're alluding to subjects on which there has already been an enormous amount of discussion and study. A vague and diffuse gesture towards these subjects on a forum like this is bound to elicit little more than laughable replies like:As for time, it is illusion. We posit time as a concept to account for memory and cognitive synthesis that relies on "histroical" (I know, circular definitions) data. The existence of memory creates the need to evolve a concept such as "time." Your time is better spent reading other stuff.By the way, psychoanalysis is a joke.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 15:32_____________________________________Is calling my comments "laughable" an argument against them or do you just prefer I find out what wiki authors feel about it?  I guess since you have found the irrefutable definition of time, then you may want to 'splain it to the rest of us idiots.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/02/29 16:26_____________________________________You acknowledged that your statement was meaningless, I'm merely agreeing with you. Of course, your statement is problematic in other ways you didn't acknowledge, but that's beside the point. Also, your statement being meaningless/problematic/laughable certainly doesn't depend on my finding "the irrefutable definition of time", not sure what your angle is there. Finally, wikipedia is as good a place as any to begin casual reading on the topics in question.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 17:13_____________________________________I don't believe the OP wanted a wiki-education.  He was looking for conversation, not a homework assignment.  Still, nothing original in you, just comments about "problems" with what other people state and no analysis of your own?  You go ahead and provide an adequate explanation of time, in your own words, and I promise to read it, up to about 1000 words, but no more.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by raggedclown - 2012/02/29 17:17_____________________________________I pretty much agree with all of that. Except that animals do have some kind of memory, or my mum's cat wouldn't remember when I visit every couple of months that I am the only one in the family that feeds him by hand (which he loves) and act accordingly. Obviously concepts like 'day' 'week' and divisions of time do not mean anything to them, but memory does not depend on those.I don't regard psychology as a science but as a literary activity.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 17:26_____________________________________I definitely view our concept of time as a postulate to account for our "experience" (or perception) of memory and cognitive synthesis.  Is "time" the chicken or egg?  Philosophers have written 600 page books about it.  If they came to a definitive conclusion, it escapes me.  Likewise, if I could learn the internal consistency in their "system," I am also sure I will find a hidden assumption that shows the close linkage of a concept of time with the functionality of the "memory."============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 17:33_____________________________________up to you wrote:NotHenry, you mentioned the "Time is a Illusion" theory...which I'm not authorized to dispute ;) . However, what about the thought that "the Future" occurs in not only Space but in Time? I'm just wondering...I would probably also consider space an illusion.  But space just "is."  It is because we perceive it.  I do not know why we perceive space, but we do, just like time.  But once we try to talk about it, our tongues freeze or else become sharp and cutting.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 19:20_____________________________________i don't read posts from people who substitute links to wikipedia for original thought. if you want to reference something, link to the original material under discussion, not the unreliable wikipedia entry.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 19:41_____________________________________i have to disagree with not henry porter's linkage of time and memory. we do not have to travel through time to access our memories, which is why things from 30 years ago often seem as if they happened yesterday. it takes no more time to remember a memory from yesterday as it takes to remember one from 30 years ago. time is essentially a way of measuring spacial relationships. The time measurements that are functional to our life on earth are based upon the time it takes the earth to orbit the sun, and the time it takes the moon to orbit the earth. Distance measurements in space are based upon the speed of light.  i have recently been thinking about how the expansion of the universe might affect the relativity of time perception.  is there anyone here who knows if the length of our orbit around the sun would change if the universe was expanding in all directions?  if so, our measurement of time based on orbits would be an illusion of perception.  our measurement would remain the same but the properties of that which is measured would change. this might account for the common feeling that each successive year seems shorter. even a faulty measurement of time suits the purpose of its measurement. without it, we would not be able to calculate such basic and essential things such as when to plant the seeds and when to prepare for the harvest. we would be unsure of how many daylight hours we had.  if we got rid of time, it wouldnt be long before people again started noticing the phases of the moon and began mapping out charts that would soon become months and the concept of time would  return.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 19:44_____________________________________I agree.  This is not the Heidegger board, just some bobheads a few of whom might enjoy sharing "armshare philosophy" about concepts none of us have any business feeling cocky about.  There is a book called something like "The History of Time,"  It is fascinating and literally traces the development of man's history in trying to record "time" from the earliest known archeological evidences, up to the present.  I searched and found something like this by Hawkings, but "I don't think that is the one I had in mind."As to Wurlitzer's last, I can only say that I think that without a consciousness of "times past" we cannot even postulate "times to come."'  This is the linkage I perceive between time and memory.  Perhaps we must introduce the concept of "consciousness" as have most other philosophers, when discussing "time."============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 20:11_____________________________________Not Henry Porter wrote:I agree.  This is not the Heidegger board, just some bobheads a few of whom might enjoy sharing "armshare philosophy" about concepts none of us have any business feeling cocky about.  There is a book called something like "The History of Time,"  It is fascinating and literally traces the development of man's history in trying to record "time" from the earliest known archeological evidences, up to the present.  I searched and found something like this by Hawkings, but "I don't think that is the one I had in mind."As to Wurlitzer's last, I can only say that I think that without a consciousness of "times past" we cannot even postulate "times to come."'  This is the linkage I perceive between time and memory.  Perhaps we must introuce the concept of "consciousness" as have most other philosophers, when discussing "time."but consciousness of times past is usually in reference to historical events, not personal memories. i would substitute your idea of memory with the idea of history. the time line of history is a much different thing than the time line of personal memory, and is far more relevant to our anticipation of what is to come in the future than the meager experience gathered in our few years of existance.  in fact, our concept of a stable earth and universe comes from an environmental perception based on only a short span of years. if we look at the changes in the planet from a historical, not personal, perspective, we would not be worried so much about the weather fluctuations and geographical changes made to the earth's surface by such events and earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/02/29 20:18_____________________________________I can't agree.  Our most verifiable experience of time is our own personal history, existing as it does in an enduring "memory."  We cannot really know that anything "happened" before our time.  We allow this as a reality ONLY bacause we have a perception of our own past, present and future, and we can project this beyond our own experience in history and confidently assume that reality persited before us and will persist after us.  But, we cannot know this, nor will we ever have the same confidence in it as a reality as we will our own personal history (memories).============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 21:27_____________________________________i agree with your points, not henry porter, but do not believe that our memories help us much when it comes to future events in the same way that a study of history can help us understand  what happens now and in the future. for example, when caligula assumed power, he gave all citizens a tax rebate, and destroyed the roman economy by overspending on the military. george w. did the same. we can understand better the w administration by studying that of caligula.   the little i know of the administrations that ruled america during my own lifetime has been culled from reading, not recalled from personal memory. therefore, i persist in claiming that it is time and history that are linked, not time and memory.i don't want you to think I am  downplaying  the role memory plays in our behavior. most of our actions are predicated upon previous actions, and the memory of actions determine the actions to come.  but time is not really an element here.  animals who have no concept of time function in the same way as regards memory.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/02/29 22:40_____________________________________Well, "zoinks", I must say that "not henry porter" is right, I am looking for more of a "conversational" thread...In that way, there would potentially be room for jokes, Bob analogies, etc....I am enjoying the comments so far, although it really does make my head hurt a little sometimes to consider every comment. I don't seem capable of coming up with long paragraphs of thought like "wurly" and "n.h. porter" here...You both were talking about "time and memory". When Bob sings: "Time is a jet plane                 It moves too fast                 Oh but what a shame                 That all we've shared can't last"well, doesn't all they've shared last in the form of memories? Surely he doesn't wish that every happy moment remained as tangible as the moment it occured? (Although I've wished that sometimes). Or if he is referring to the end of a relationship, does he mean that "all we've shared" no longer exists at all?If those are stupid questions, do me a favor and just disregard and carry on with what you were doing! ;) Oh, P.S.-- wurlitzer, in regard to you "expanding universe" comments : If EVERYTHING is expanding to the same degree and at the same speed then wouldn'T EVERYTHING remain in the exact same relation to each other? (But are they and do they---that is my question)...============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/02/29 23:17_____________________________________if everything is expanding in all directions, the orbits would become larger. in this case, however, time would seem longer, not shorter. did  the big bang occur at the center of the universe, or at the edge of it?  i dont know.but i think i know what bob is getting at in his verse.  a jet plane moves from  one city to another. if that jet were time, it could not return to the original station, but would continue successively to new destinations. time takes us from one love affair to another, sometimes so fast that we can hardly even hold on to the memory of some of them.  it is a shame that these love affairs cannot last, just as it is a shame that any given moment must immediatly lose its place as the present and take its place in the past. and the whole lot of life that we are given to live just goes by so god damned fast, and we cant hold on to even a speck if it.as for memories, they are rarely shared.  each person has their own recollection of a shared past. that is all that can be shared, that intangible moment that is lost  in the very instant it is lived.one more thing.  if the big bang occurred at the edge of the universe, and is expanding laterally in one direction, then time is very much like a jet plane, and the earth is never in the same location, but moves laterally as well as circularly. if this is true, time is certainly lost, as we can never return to that physical position in the universe where we were at any given moment in the past.  this might also explain why sensory things seem so different today than they did in the past. Out past is literally millions of miles away. we are at a completley different place in the universe than were were then.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/03/01 00:33_____________________________________Here's some wiki to lay on you:"You could not step twice into the same river; for other waters are ever flowing on to you."-- Heraclitus, On The Nature of Things, Fragment 41; Quoted by Plato in Cratylus Variant translations: You cannot step twice into the same river; for other waters are continually flowing in. You cannot step twice into the same stream. For as you are stepping in, other waters are ever flowing on to you. You cannot step twice into the same river. You cannot step into the same river twice. It is impossible to step into the same river twice. No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it's not the same river and he's not the same man.Never heard that final one, but I like the addition of "not the same man." This probably added post-Sartre. 8-)============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/03/01 00:48_____________________________________This Moment by Mike HeronIncredible String BandThis moment is differentfrom anybefore itand this moment is differentit's nowAnd if Idon't kiss youThat kiss isuntastedI'll neverno neverget it backBut why shouldI want toI'll be inthe next momentSweet momentSweet loverSweet nowThe walls of this roomare different from any before themThey are nowThey are nowThe air that you breatheis different from any before itIt is nowIt is nowYou may think that life is repeatingRepeatingRepeatingRepeatingRepeatingYou may think that life is repeatingOh noOh noOh noOh noOh no!Each momentis differentfrom any before itEach momentis differentit's now============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/03/01 02:56_____________________________________Not Henry Porter wrote:Still, nothing original in you, just comments about "problems" with what other people state and no analysis of your own?I'm sorry, what's the subtext here, that you've contributed some sort of original thought to this thread? I hate to be the one to break this to you, but every bong-toting goofball that's ever walked the earth beat you to those "nuggets".raggedclown wrote:I pretty much agree with all of that. Except that animals do have some kind of memory, or my mum's cat wouldn't remember when I visit every couple of months that I am the only one in the family that feeds him by hand (which he loves) and act accordingly. Obviously concepts like 'day' 'week' and divisions of time do not mean anything to them, but memory does not depend on those.Sane commentary on animal cognition from ragged. Is that a seal I hear being broken in the distance?Not Henry Porter wrote:I would probably also consider space an illusion.  But space just "is."  It is because we perceive it.  I do not know why we perceive space, but we do, just like time.  But once we try to talk about it, our tongues freeze or else become sharp and cutting.There's a third option: we spew complete nonsense. Sorry, this is no less confused than your first stab at the topic. wurlitzer wrote:i don't read posts from people who substitute links to wikipedia for original thought. if you want to reference something, link to the original material under discussion, not the unreliable wikipedia entry.Isn't this rich! Here we have someone regurgitating a load of psychoanalytical horse crap with one breath and objecting to wikipedia's apparent unreliability with the next. Do you realize that, generally speaking, wikipedia is extremely reliable? If you'll allow me one more link...http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability_of_WikipediaNot Henry Porter wrote:I agree.  This is not the Heidegger board, just some bobheads a few of whom might enjoy sharing "armshare philosophy" about concepts none of us have any business feeling cocky about.Who said anything about Heidegger? Are you suggesting that such basic philosophical concepts as idealism and free will are somehow too esoteric for the purposes of this thread? Pardon me for not just accepting any garbage churned out by some third rate thinker as being "original" and worthy of pursuit. Oh, and, the "Why isn't the earth's orbit expanding along with the universe?" problem has a simple answer: because it's locked into a certain trajectory by the sun's gravitational pull. The expansion of the universe is a generality. It doesn't mean, for instance, that your head is growing larger as I type. Bear in mind that plain language descriptions of the large scale structure of the universe don't portray a shred of the nuance of the underlying mathematical models and are basically horrible perversions. ;)============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by diamond sky - 2012/03/01 04:04_____________________________________good post, up to youyou'll be alright in time.time will pass, in time.just keep movin' and don't look back.to quote bob, the future is just a thing of the past.if you're into jung & freud, check out the film 'a dangerous method'you'll fall in love with the lead actress kiera knightly who was dynamic in this role.i could relate to otto gross B) my best to all of us.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/03/01 06:27_____________________________________for zoinks: original writing does not imply writing that is made up of unknown data, but writing that makes something interesting or entertaining out of already known premises.  linking to any kind of an article written by somebody other than yourself is not substitute for making a statement of your own concoction. obviously, you dont understand this, or you would have seen the humor in my playful play upon jung's theory of the anima and the rollicking assumptions regarding the play of the expanding universe on the terrestial measurement of time.  you also failed to read the title of the post, the last word of which was "Fun." while the rest of us are having fun, you are taking our playful repartee as seriously as an old grouch professor, insistent upon correcting every   improbable detail.  did the dish run away with your spoon, or what?============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/03/01 13:29_____________________________________wurlitzer wrote:for zoinks: original writing does not imply writing that is made up of unknown data, but writing that makes something interesting or entertaining out of already known premises.  linking to any kind of an article written by somebody other than yourself is not substitute for making a statement of your own concoction.obviously, you dont understand this, or you would have seen the humor in my playful play upon jung's theory of the anima and the rollicking assumptions regarding the play of the expanding universe on the terrestial measurement of time.Every bit of "original writing" (notice the stealthy transition from "original thought" ) you and Not Henry have put forth in this thread is either meaningless, built on ideas that no one has taken seriously in ages, or a complete misrepresentation of actual science...in other words, "bongside chat". But, of course, once I have the nerve to point this out, it all becomes "playful" and "rollicking" riffing (rather than earnest commentary on the topics in question). Of course. ;) you also failed to read the title of the post, the last word of which was "Fun." while the rest of us are having fun, you are taking our playful repartee as seriously as an old grouch professor, insistent upon correcting every   improbable detail.If I were correcting "every improbable detail" I would've blown another 5,000 words on this thread by now. did the dish run away with your spoon, or what?Like, man. Snap, snap.  Bobby Dylan, man!============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/03/01 18:26_____________________________________When will I ever learn that the surest way to kill a thread is to enter into a dialogue with a troll?============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2009 - 2012/03/02 02:00_____________________________________Love the profile pic.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/03/02 23:01_____________________________________diamond sky wrote:good post, up to youyou'll be alright in time.time will pass, in time.just keep movin' and don't look back.to quote bob, the future is just a thing of the past.if you're into jung & freud, check out the film 'a dangerous method'you'll fall in love with the lead actress kiera knightly who was dynamic in this role.i could relate to otto gross B) my best to all of us.Hello diamond sky! If I recall correctly, you are of the female persuasion.(if I'm wrong, sorry). Feel free to pop in anytime...Bring your lady-friends...It might lead to a softening of some of the rough edges that seem to be building up around here. Oh and "diamond", say hello to your sister "sapphire-tinted" for me ;) .============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/03/02 23:16_____________________________________"One should open one's eyes and take a new look at cruelty" Friedrich NietzcheThat happens to be the 1st sentence of a book that I  just picked up at random here at the library 20 minutes ago. (By at random I mean that I sometimes go through the books in a section where they store books that haven't been refiled yet.) Therefore I felt the "hoo-doo" upon me to go ahead and quote it here...P.S.- For absolutely no reason, here is a song that I suggest anyone with 4 minutes of time go ahead and listen to. It's a really good song and may even lead to relaxation of pent-up edginess... (Technically the song does contain "an incline" and "the difference between right and wrong, bad and good".If the youtube thing doesn't work, so be it...    {youtube}j8nubk27RX4{/youtube}============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/03/25 22:02_____________________________________Here's a funny quote I just read that sort of reminded me of the reason I started this thread, which was to hear VARIOUS peoples VERSIONS of mysterious subjects from the worlds of physics and philosophy:"The physicist Leo Szilard once announced to his friend Hans Bethe that he was thinking of keeping a diary: 'I don't intend to publish.I am merely going to record the facts for the information of God.' 'Don't you think God knows the facts?' Bethe asked. 'Yes,' said Szilard. 'He knows the facts, but He does not know THIS VERSION of the facts.'"============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2012/03/31 15:44_____________________________________up to you wrote:Here's a funny quote I just read that sort of reminded me of the reason I started this thread, which was to hear VARIOUS peoples VERSIONS of mysterious subjects from the worlds of physics and philosophy:"The physicist Leo Szilard once announced to his friend Hans Bethe that he was thinking of keeping a diary: 'I don't intend to publish.I am merely going to record the facts for the information of God.' 'Don't you think God knows the facts?' Bethe asked. 'Yes,' said Szilard. 'He knows the facts, but He does not know THIS VERSION of the facts.'"Which reminds me that I always felt that not enough emphasis was put on this concept which was most certainly present in early Christianity, namely, that God's forgiveness (under the New Covenant) emanated from his having actually experienced what it is like to be "fully human."============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by wurlitzer - 2012/03/31 17:50_____________________________________one of the funniest books on this subjectNot Henry Porter wrote:up to you wrote:Here's a funny quote I just read that sort of reminded me of the reason I started this thread, which was to hear VARIOUS peoples VERSIONS of mysterious subjects from the worlds of physics and philosophy:"The physicist Leo Szilard once announced to his friend Hans Bethe that he was thinking of keeping a diary: 'I don't intend to publish.I am merely going to record the facts for the information of God.' 'Don't you think God knows the facts?' Bethe asked. 'Yes,' said Szilard. 'He knows the facts, but He does not know THIS VERSION of the facts.'"Which reminds me that I always felt that not enough emphasis was put on this concept which was most certainly present in early Christianity, namely, that God's forgiveness (under the New Covenant) emanated from his having actually experienced what it is like to be "fully human."one of  my favorite books on this subject is jung's "God's Answer to Job."   the premise is that God became human to atone for the suffering he caused Job.  By incarnating himself as a mortal, he learned compassion for the human race. a significant difference in this story of a god incarnating himself as a mortal is that in most other stories with this plot, the immortal being  takes on the cloak of mortality, not to save humanity, but to engage in sexual acts with it.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/04/18 21:46_____________________________________After a disastrous attempt to even begin to try to comprehend Ludwig Wittgenstein a few weeks ago :unsure:   I steered clear of philosophy books until yesterday when I ran across a book called "What Is Philosophy?" by Jose Ortega y Gasset. I only read a tiny bit of it last night but I feel like this guy might be someone I can (at least partly) understand and enjoy.Check out this quote : "Hence, because life is part fate, and part the freedom we need to make decisions for ourselves, there is at its root the stuff of art; nothing symbolizes this better than the position of the poet who bases his lyric freedom on the exigencies of rhyme and rhythm. All art implies the acceptance of a shackle, of a destiny; as Nietzche said, 'The artist is he who dances in chains.'"Well, I really like that quote... It had originally had me thinking of Bob (although he is really speaking of all people and life, I think...At least the opportunity to bring an art to our existences) but having just now read about Levon Helm here at the NEP, I'm thinking of the "rhythm" part of the quote and of him.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/05/06 19:54_____________________________________I arbitrarily looked up Ludwig Wittgenstein on a quotations site and here are a few of the great lines I found:"Hell isn't other people. Hell is yourself.""I don't know why we are here, but I'm pretty sure that it is not in order to enjoy ourselves.""I am sitting with a philosopher in the garden; he says again and again 'I know that that's a tree' pointing to a tree that is near us. Someone else arrives and hears this, and I tell him : 'This fellow isn't insane. We are only doing philosophy.' ""A serious and good philosophical work could be written consisting entirely of jokes.""Never stay up on the barren heights of cleverness, but come down into the green valleys of silliness.""The real question of life after death isn't whether or not it exists, but even if it does what problem this really solves."I can understand where the gloomier great quotes come from, considering that for one thing 3 of his brothers committed suicide (that HAS to be a record!) and a 4th concert pianist brother had an arm blown off in World War One...but I was surprised by the lighter-hearted quotes, and I'm glad for him that he had them in him.My favorite is probably the last quote, which seems to be very serious and very funny at the same time...In fact, I think I'll toss it out over at the "Religion" thread and see if the boys over there can get a chuckle or an outraged theory about it...  ;)============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/05/07 21:12_____________________________________this is the first look I'm having at this. Since I remarked to someone at work last week that "time is merely a convention" - I'll go with that. and no, not a gathering of drunken men in fezes (plural of fez ??)http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_vMQfeVSYbqk/TDSYTw9SG8I/AAAAAAAABLg/AMA3UC4mRFU/s1600/shriners.jpg============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/06/25 23:51_____________________________________Here's a joke from a book called "Plato and a Platypus Walk In To A Bar"...(the joke is supposed to be an example of an existentialist-type joke)--->>>A customer in a restaurant is questioning the chef---Customer: "So tell me, how do you prepare your chickens?"Chef: "Nothing special really. We just tell them they're gonna die."============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/06/28 00:04_____________________________________Okay, maybe that was too gloomy of a joke, especially with all the fun in the air surrounding a new Bob tour on the horizon (and I hope he doesn't start playing "Beyond the Horizon" again for 2 reasons!!!!) so anyway here's a lighter-hearted joke from the same book---this one is based on "relativity", they say--->>>A snail gets mugged by two turtles. Here comes the investigating detective...Detective: "Can you give me a description of your assailants?"Snail: "Gee, I wish I could but the whole thing happened so fast!!!"I bet you all saw that one coming like an attack of enraged tortoises....============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by raggedclown - 2012/06/28 01:31_____________________________________Thanks for the laugh, up to you.Here's a joke I heard told by the late Christopher Hitchens."Make me one with everything." So goes the Buddhistâ€™s humble request to the hot-dog vendor. But when the Buddhist hands over a twenty-dollar bill to the vendor, in return for his slathered bun, he waits a long time for his change. Finally asking for it, he is informed that â€œchange comes only from within.â€•============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by saut de basque - 2012/06/28 04:10_____________________________________Thanks for the laughs, guys. Hitchens may have been brilliant, but that sure was a wordy way to tell that joke.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by raggedclown - 2012/06/28 04:55_____________________________________Yeah, that's  not the way I first heard him tell it, but I couldn't be bothered to seek that version out. Here, if you see the full context, he is less concerned with telling the joke than asserting how vacuous eastern "religious philosophy" is: "Almost too easy to parody."============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by saut de basque - 2012/06/28 16:01_____________________________________Cosmologist Lawrence Krauss discusses his book "A Universe from Nothing: Why There Is Something Rather than Nothing."http://www.colbertnation.com/the-colbert-report-videos/415707/june-21-2012/lawrence-krauss============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/06/28 22:30_____________________________________Thanks for the etc.etc., guys...I'll beat a dead horse with one more joke from that book..another "relativity" one--->>>A Frenchman walks into a bar.(Funny already, right?) On his shoulder is perched a parrot wearing a tuxedo and a pork-pie hat.Bartender: "That's pretty damn cute. Where'd you get him?"Parrot: "France. They got millions of 'em over there."Saw that one coming too, I'd bet, didn't you?============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by angelina - 2012/06/29 01:14_____________________________________I think to put this in perspective, we could bring in a few words of wisdom fromour "Master" Regarding the human spirit and our existance in space & time in form."People don't live or die people just float"On the question of memory and it's importance in paradise"Beyond here lies nothing, 'cept the mountains of the past"And on the question of truth in love"Love is all there is, it makes the world go â€™round Love and only love, it canâ€™t be denied No matter what you think about it You just wonâ€™t be able to do without it Take a tip from one whoâ€™s tried"Of Course he is a realist"Democracy donâ€™t rule the worldYouâ€™d better get that in your headThis world is ruled by violenceBut I guess thatâ€™s better left unsaid"Almost all of life's most difficult yet un-escapable conceptscan be answered with a Dylan lyric.The further you dive into it,  the easier it becomes to get your answers.I think that's something like a prophet.But it's just the nature of creativity.The creative mind has a divine connection to the truth.Don't look in a psychology book for answers,  look inside your own heartand be homest with yourself,  and that's where your answers live.My sister in law,  a muslim living in the US once said to me," You only need to look around you at the natural world we live into realise that God exists."The creator of our vast universe has to believe our spirit as a creativemedium.   or why else would he have given us this thing we call free-will.If we use  to create something sacred or useful,  perhaps we could be of some useto him/her/it. But the question persists,  what and who defines sacred and/or useful.I think we can probably rule out biological and chemical weapons.What do you think?Angie============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by angelina - 2012/06/29 01:25_____________________________________Ok, so humour is actually more telling than all theserious contemplation.I think most of your true buddhist masters would have to agree.The closer you get to true transformation,the funnier it all seems.But that's just my opinion.  I laughed out loud in the coffeehouse I'm sittin' in when I finally reached these jokes.I think Mr Dylan has a thing for silliness too.Angie============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by raggedclown - 2012/06/29 06:20_____________________________________angelina wrote:My sister in law,  a muslim living in the US once said to me," You only need to look around you at the natural world we live into realise that God exists."...What do you think?AngieThis may be true, though I dispute the idea that creation needs a creator. Indeed, the natural world is so obviously full of imperfection, redundancy, and botched workmanship that it testifies more to random selection than intelligent design.Supposing, however, that our universe is the work of a creator; even so, our man-made gods, made in our own image, and our obviously contradictory and multi-plagiarized "scriptures" clearly have nothing to do with "Him" (even our projection of gender onto such an entity is confirmation of this fact). Doesn't mean they aren't fascinating in themselves, of course, or that they haven't made a contribution to our moral and psychological development (or equally, retardation).============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by zoinks2012 - 2012/06/29 12:27_____________________________________saut de basque wrote:Cosmologist Lawrence Krauss discusses his book "A Universe from Nothing: Why There Is Something Rather than Nothing."http://www.colbertnation.com/the-colbert-report-videos/415707/june-21-2012/lawrence-kraussLawrence Krauss kinda drives me nuts. He's obviously a genius but...ugh, he a really glaring example of something I can't stand...he tries way too hard to derive common-language conclusions from what is essentially raw math. To say "the universe came from nothing"...is that the preferred technical parlance? What exactly does that mean in regard to quantum mechanics, a field that is understood only as pure math? Colbert nails this point at the end of the interview with the suggestion that they might be using the words "God" and "nothing" to describe the same thing.I have to laugh at some of the comments to that clip. I hope these people understand that all of Colbert's interviews go like that.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/06/29 21:20_____________________________________Angie, after reading your first post one of the first things that crossed my mind was the Rolling Stones lyrics:-->>"Angie, Angie, ain't it good to be alive?"   Then I started wondering if that was a rhetorical question!! (Ha-ha, just kidding, maybe..) Anyway, in response to your question about what we think, I think the things you said were interesting. You and "Diamond Sky" are the only females that have popped in around here so far...Ya'll come back now, ya hear?============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by angelina - 2012/06/30 22:36_____________________________________Ok so what I wanted to say before I typed it out and then touched the wrong button on my laptopand ditched it all was,I think that the buddhists describe god and nothing in the same way.Emptiness is the "true reality".People have spent years meditating to try and understand emptiness.Interestingly the math in string theory reveals the existance of eleven dimensions,even if we can't see or understand them.  I do believe in the purity of mathematicalformula.  Ironically the buddhist dharma teaches of the eleven directions.I'm not an expert on either, but I seem to remember someone telling me that thenumber eleven stands for love.No matter what religion you subscribe to,  love always seems to play a part in it'smessage.  Love is the universal language, and except for those species that devour their mateor eat their young all creation seems to have a love equation in there somewhere,even if it is the very organized attraction of hydrogen and carbon molecules to oxygen.It seems to me that we can't begin to understand what the creator of our universecould possibly be, in terms of it's image, or even if it is possible to find an image ofsaid force at all, we now believe that all of existance is held together by somethingcalled dark matter. All prophets who have been under the influence of some kind of divine expressionmust still interpret their message through a mind of their own under the circumstancesof their place in time. When a human is trying to decifer the truth through somethingthey conclude to be a religious intervention, one must be careful to determine theirintention, whether it be an intention of good-will or whether it is deriving itselfthrough an expression of ill-will. Simply put, just by over-use good and evil, god and devil have been overstated to the point of having no true meaning anymore inour language.  that's why I choose to use the word "Creator". And to put the polarintentions into a more generic term. Keeping your expressions of belief to a simplervein of thought can be more revealing than immersing yourself in the complicationsof philisophical conjecture.I like history for it's own interests,  but when it comes to questions of the universaloneness of mind,  I'm more inclined to look in the present.I think Dylan has been very succesful at providing a message for his era which hasreached a mass audience,  in a way that philisophical and religious heirarchy does not.Alot of the musicians that came out of the sixties seem to have been on to some kind ofdivine inspiration, just listen to the lyrics of Neil Young and John Lennon.I think the whole message of Peace and Love was stolen by the commercialists,who turned it into "Free Love" or Sex Drugs and Rock and Roll.Did anyone out there know that Jack Keroauc wrote a version of the Diamond Sutraand was largely responsible for bringing buddhist thought to the western genre.Angie-- very much alive.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/10/20 20:33_____________________________________Say, is this physics-related or am I just trying to trick all you hep-cats (and kittens) into checking it out?  Maybe both...{youtube}HRK0sLWbGrM{/youtube}============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2012/10/30 17:41_____________________________________I've checked out a book called "The Story of Philosophy" by Will Durant and it looks to be very good. Little nutshellian sections about all or most of the most famous philosophers, telling a bit about their private lives as well as condensations of their main ideas. Annnnywhooo.... here's a quote that I hope will stir up a fire-storm of comments from you ennui-paralyzed folks ;) .  It's by Arthur "Artie" Schopenhauer--->>>"It is only a man whose intellect is clouded by his sexual impulse that could give the name of the 'fairer sex' to that under-sized, narrow-shouldered, broad-hipped, and short-legged race...".As you can see, Arthur was a bit of a grump when it came to women! As for me, I'll go with : "She got ruby lips/ She got shapely hips, yeah/ Oh, she makes old Roy weep"  By Roy Orbison Anyway, this Schopenhauer also has some very interesting ideas about the "Will" of every human leading to unquenchable desires that in turn lead to life of Earth being a living Hell...:dry:  :(  :ohmy:  :(  but for now I just want see if I can get a little fire-storm brewing here."She's got everything she needs She's an artist She don't look back"============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2014/08/17 04:49_____________________________________"This is the blind horse that leads you    arouuuunnnnnd!"I was intending to ask a philosophical question about how people "manage" and "forgiveness" but when the Bob quote came to mind as an intro...I decided to just say that a blind horse can probably lead you around because, even blind, the physics of his/her sensabilities are still probably more acute than those of his/her supposed "MASTER".P.S.--"Manage" and "forgiveness" probably aren't philosophical anyway...more like a moral question maybe..ah well...over and out"Meet me at the bottom--Don't lag behind!!!!"============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by angelina - 2014/08/21 01:05_____________________________________Well,  I suppose we all knew he'd do this Tempest set in Australia,after all it is the best exciting set if you haven't heard it.But I was thinking,  maybe there's not a glimmer of change at all so he can force us all in here to start talking about something else.Nice to see you've picked up the philosophy and fun thread Up to You.With all the turmoil in the world physics and dark matter hasn't been getting much press lately.As for philosophy,  it seems like people are turning pretty heavily to Yoga and Organic Diets.  What are they doing for their soul,  or does healthy living cover that too.What about the epidemic of opiate addictions in the younger generation, Is anyone talking about that,  is there anything people can do?  Sometimes I feel so helpless when it comes to the kids I hear about addicted to narcotics.  It's such a long term battle.  The brain becomes burned in a path to self destruction,  and the victim is not even really aware of how bad they are,  until they end up in jail or something,  even then it isn't really over,  it's a life long battle.  I wish the world was a friendlier place for the American kids coming up.  It's all too easy to give up hope.  In the end, Art and Music can be one of the most uplifting things to fall back on. I'm sure many folks in here will agree that Bob's music has improved and enhanced their lives endlessly,  and even carried them through difficult times almost like a divine presence.  Let's hear about it......Maybe We can do some good in this world, 'stead of burnin' every bridge we cross....Angel============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2019/01/20 03:36_____________________________________Report from 2019------  What has happened?------Report back as soon as possible---- I,I, can't hold out much longer.......============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2019/05/19 04:46_____________________________________Well, here is (maybe) a philosophical question combined with a physics question.....If one desires to feel philosophical and try to "understand" "Existence".... well, that's all well and good, BUT, if the physics of physical disease and/or PAIN strike one, THEN!!! All bet's are off and only one's agony concerns one.ONE is the loneliest number. HAHABye. (It's a little depressing  but I'll let it ride)." I'm gazing out the wiinnn-dow  of the St. James ho-teelllllAnd I know-no oneCan sing the bluuuuuuuesLike Blind willie MccccTellll"---->>>> I just noticed that I never asked a question, although I seem to recall (without re-reading that crap) that I IMPLIED that I was gonna ask TWO questions!!  So, failure there....  Hey, I gotta question! Can you forgive me?MEET ME AT THE BOTTOM------DON'T LAG BEHIND!!!!!!!!!============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2019/05/19 05:16_____________________________________To answer your questions 4 years later, Angelina.....the answers Are-->> (Yes and No in that order). byebye============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2019/05/19 05:43_____________________________________Totally out of the blue PHYSICS question-->> Why did monkeys and humans end up with ONE SUPER THUMB (which we all acknowledge as the KING OF DIGITS}BUT~!!!!  WHY WHY WHY do we humans have EXACTLY 4 EXTRA DIGITS TO help and back up good old King Thumb??? I BEG YOUR thoughts!!!!wHY NOT ONLY THREE BACK-UP DIGITS????oNCE YOU HAVE A THUMB, YOU ARE ON YOUR WAY!!!!  3 MORE DIGITS WOULD BE MORE THAN ENOUGH!!!TO REPEAT MY PHYSICS QUESTION------- WHY DO WE HUMANS HAve 4 digits along with a thumb?IT'S JUST OVERKILL!!!!!!!(Note and P.S.------>>>>>> IF you aren't busy, go directly to "You-tube" and play Judy Garland singing "Over The Rainbow". (From the 1939 Wizard of Oz.)I.m going to play it right now for myself. The beauty of it , the longing for happiness speaks for itself. So, of course, it's very sad and REAL.Check it out!! hahaha--- Somehow I am assuming I'm talking to someone who has never seen "The Wizard of OZ"....   If such a person actually EXISTS, I'm glad I (AND ONLY I!!!!!!) "turned" you on to    blahblahblah!  byebye!!!!============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2020/05/03 01:41_____________________________________the other day, another day, I read that a tiny bird ( they called it a "tit" flew 4,700 miles in one week.That is outrageous!!!============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2020/07/25 04:45_____________________________________If one wanted to consider a question such as : "Why do I exist?"......I would look more towards philosophy than physics.  But that's just me.Oh! Joke by Ludwig Wittgenstien that I recalled recently------------->>>>>>>>>"The question is not whether there is life after death, but rather-----if there is, what problem does it really solve?"That strikes me as so funny.   Bye Bye============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2021/12/07 06:41_____________________________________Considering suddenly that I joined this site 10 or so years ago...;  I realize many of us are dead with more to go!!!  hhahahaFarewell.... Have a nice trip haha.... see you next Fall!!!  hahaha============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2021/12/07 06:43_____________________________________And if I ask you to be mine----HIHIHINNNEEEE!!!You're gonna say you love me too!"The Beatles"============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2021/12/07 06:53_____________________________________It's the "HIIIIII-HIII-HIIII-HIIIIIIIIII NNNNNNNNEEEEEE!!!!" that is pretty thrilling from the song. To me anyway. Good evening.============================================================================Re:Philosophy + Physics = Frustrating FunPosted by up to you - 2023/04/03 06:48_____________________________________"pools of sorrow waves of joy are drifting through my opened mind possessing and caressing me'JOHN LENNON's attitude one day  (SMILE EMOJI!!!!!!!!!)))))IS IT philosophy?IS IT physics?I LEAVE THE DETAILS UP TO YOU!!!!!I will tell YOU this... (I would love to have you as a member of my secret team.... very quiet...)....WE ARE THE WHISPERERS!!!!!!!!!JOIN US!!! (as quietly as possible) at your nearest normal rally..,.WARNING!!!-- You may hear anti gun slaughter chit-chat.TTTTBBBBDDDD weirdo friends!!love you all but not as much as i love bob dylan and barbara stanwyck ( aka Ruby Stevens)..============================================================================
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